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First, some positive news: Monetate analysts have been tracking  
key performance indicators (KPIs) on a weekly basis since the world 
went into lock down in order to observe trends and provide our 
clients with industry-wide benchmarking, and we’re seeing some 
encouraging developments.

To start, ecommerce activity and sales are on the up and up. And data 
from the UK’s industry association for online retail, IMRG, backs that up: 
for the first week of April, online sales were up 44% YOY. 

Despite COVID-19, the ecommerce sector is much better off today 
than it was during past crises precisely because so many people are 
transacting online.

But these are still deeply challenging times and brands need to 
squeeze every onsite visit for all that it’s worth—as Dave Chaffey, the 
co-founder and content director of Smart Insights, a digital marketing 
and tech consultancy, puts it: 

“Quick wins are achievable in all e-commerce sectors if you deploy 
a data-driven mindset combined with creativity to cut through the 
hard times and set yourself up for the future.”

To that end, we’ve put together this playbook of quick wins built 
for the current environment that will help you drive users down the 
funnel through Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO), and that will 
also prepare you for a future of evolving customer expectations.

Quick wins are achievable in all 
e-commerce sectors if you deploy 
a data-driven mindset combined 
with creativity to cut through  
the hard times and set yourself  
up for the future.

Dave Chaffey   
Co-founder & Content Director, Smart Insights
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Ecommerce is picking up...
Consumers are not only buying essential products, they are making online 
purchases of nonessential products to make home life more enjoyable and 
comfortable.

...and is now more important than ever
GlobalWebIndex’s ninth release of its coronavirus research reveals that nearly 
50% of consumers do not expect to resume shopping in brick-and-mortar shops 
for ‘some time’ or a ‘long time’ once lockdown eases.

Sessions are increasing but conversion rates 
remain flat
All sectors except travel saw on average a 44% increase in sessions YOY, but 
conversion rate remains flat.

Visitors are in browsing mode
Returning visitors aren’t converting as highly as last year, presenting a huge 
opportunity for personalization.

New visitors are paving the way
Year over year, we’re seeing the share of new visitors rise faster than the  
share of returning visitors, and for many retailers, the new visitors are from  
new demographics.

Cart abandonment has increased to avg. of 85%
This is due to users being in browsing mode, having more time to shop around, 
and because they’re feeling anxious about making purchases in current climate.
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BOUNCE RATES 
TRENDS  

Bounce rates are increasing
As users are in discovery mode, we’re seeing new visitor bounce rates increase 
YOY to over 60% across some sectors.

Especially through paid media
As you start to scale your paid media and acquisition back up, be mindful 
that competition is lower than usual. You may be gaining more clicks, but the 
experience once they land on site is more critical to their engagement. 

And returning visitors 
Whether they are returning to check on their order status or browse again before 
making a purchase decision, we’re seeing returning visitor bounce rates increase 
more than new visitors, though both are problematic.
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VIEW ALL SHOES

A lot of visitors arrive on your product 
pages via paid or organic search. To reduce 
bounce rates, insert a simple and visible 
text link pointing back to your product’s 
parent category page. Use JavaScript to 
automatically pull in the category name and 
hyperlink from your page’s breadcrumb. 
Great for mobile experiences. 

Show cut-down version of product detail page 
(PDP). Add link to all product details. Also: (1) ‘buy 
now’ button which reveals buying mechanism, 
(2) ‘also viewed’ product recommendations from 
same category, (3) link to category product listing 
page. Use the landed intent to chase visitor to 
edge of site with product recs.

Introduce co-viewed products to the top of 
product detail pages (PDPs) when serving as 
product landing pages (PLPs). Not suited for 
mobile; best on desktop and tablet experiences. 
Keep listings to same category or sub-category.

Mid-length Brand Dress

Customers also viewed...

See 5 matches...

VIEW ALL DRESSES

OTHERS VIEWED

Quick wins suited for scenarios where visitors 
are landing on product pages as first part of 
a visitor session. These quick wins can help 
make alternatives salient in case of stock-outs 
or bad product fits.

3 QUICK WINS 
FOR REDUCING 
BOUNCE RATES ON 
PRODUCT PAGES 

1

2

3
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Use machine learning’s dynamic testing to 
pick the best content based on real metrics 
rather than someone’s opinion. Similar to A/B 
testing, dynamic testing can adjust traffic to 
winning variant but in real time to maximize 
ROI. Use metrics like clicks or revenue per 
session to select the content used at the 
front of your carousel.

SHOP MENS

SHOP LADIES

20% OFF
FULL PRICE ITEMS

SHOP THIS STYLE

SHOP MENS

40% OFF
QUICK WIN  
FOR REDUCING 
BOUNCE RATES  
ON HOMEPAGES  
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SHOP NOW

We ship to Australia  
in 5 working days

Consider expanding ‘new visitors’ 
segment to ‘non purchasers’ as 
same messages will resonate and 
you’re only a ‘new visitor’ once. Call 
out unique selling propositions 
(USPs). Call out Trustpilot rating 
if it’s good. Include a telephone 
number to convey trust. If you’re 
feeling bold, also introduce popular 
or best-selling products.

Think that you have no data on new visitors to base 
personalization on? Think again. 

You can pull context with location-based targeting, and a landing 
URL (egexample.com/women/dresses) indicates intent.

Carry the message though from your paid media, and execute 
further with banners and product recommendations on-site.

Insert content into 
product landing page 

(PLP). There to reassure 
customers further with: 

price match, social proof, 
and easy returns info.

Free  
Local Delivery

Shop with confidence

Free 
Installation

Free 
Disposal

Price match guarantee
Free delivery
99% of customers would buy again 

012-456-7890

Based on visitor location

Price match guarantee
Free delivery
99% of customers would buy again 

012-456-7890

Based on paid ad content

4k TV Range | Reserve online
Ad

4k TV Range | Reserve online

Treat your new visitors differently to your 
retuning visitors—not personalizing the new 
and retuning visitor journey is a crime against 
profitability! Think ‘landing journey’ rather  
than just ‘landing page.’

Monetate has observed an increase in cart-to-
purchase rate when visitors were exposed to 
more personalization in their journey. 

3 QUICK WINS  
FOR REDUCING 
BOUNCE RATES  
FOR NEW VISITORS  

2

3

1
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To help reduce bounce, create reusable 
personalization templates that insert banners,  
or swap out or move content, to make pages  
more relevant based on user intent. This also 
keeps it simple and scalable.

With templates, you can create a highly relevant 
homepage experience for returning visitors by 
showing them relevant and engaging creative. 
Use product recommendation slotting (‘recently 
viewed’ or ‘co-viewed same category not 
purchased’) to reduce bounce rate further.

One of our favorite banner positions: carry over 
banner to the bottom of product listings pages 
so that original category intent isn’t forgotten. 

‘Oh right, I came to shop for new sofas.’

SHOP SOFAS NOW

BEST EVER SOFAS

Most popular sofas

SHOP SOFAS NOW

BEST EVER SOFAS

You may be enjoying lots of new visitor traffic, 
particularly in the grocery and home goods 
sectors—and if visitors return, there’s no excuse 
not to personalize to them because you have data 
on these visitors to personalize their upper funnel 
journeys. Given returning visitors are bouncing 
higher than last year according to Monetate data, 
personalization becomes even more imperative.

2 QUICK WINS 
FOR REDUCING 
BOUNCE RATES 
FOR RETURNING 
VISITORS  

1

2
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You can enhace your personalized experiences further by loading 
in your CRM data to expand the variety of your segments. 
Communicate with your marketing and data science teams to let 
them know you can use their data to personalize customer journeys.

Data loaded is useful for manually segmented experiences, and 
invaluable for machine-learning context.

Load your CRM data (propensity models, RFM segments, VIP status, 
unsubscribe status, and gender) into your personalization platform  
to enhance and improve relevancy. 

For example: jewelry websites can use gender 
data to assist male shoppers when browsing 
gifts for their partners.

START

Find the perfect  
gift for the woman  

in your life.
Take a short quiz to find  

the perfect gift.

To reduce bounce, you’ll want to maximize the size of 
your segments to serve personalized journeys.

Example pulled from Monetate on a sofa-interested segment: We’ve 
used intent from previous browsing habits, current cart data, the 

landing page, and traffic sources to serve personalized experiences to 
large segments of sofa-interested folks.

Using CRM data and machine learning,  
you want to make sure your personalization 
efforts are worthwhile and that changes 
made to your website meet the maximum 
appropriate audience.

REDUCING 
BOUNCE RATES 
FOR RETURNING 
VISITORS BY 
MAXIMIZING 
PERFORMANCE  
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PRODUCT VIEWS 
TRENDS  

Product views are down 10% YoY
Despite sessions being up, we’re seeing a 10% decline in product view rates 
across the board when compared to 2019.

Both through landing and browsing 
This could be because less traffic is being driven to PDPs via paid media, there’s 
less inventory to buy from, and because users are simply in browsing mode.

On average, only 46% of users are visiting a PDP
As an ecommerce retailer your primary goal is revenue, and 99% is generated as 
a result of users visiting a product detail page (PDP). Improving PDP to 50-plus% 
should always be a goal—COVID or not.
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DRESSES

Price Low to High

DRESSES

Top Rated

Essential items are in short supply,  
so, to keep visitors engaged:

• Make alternatives visible  
on out-of-stock pages

• Use ‘co-viewed same  
category’ filters

• Ensure you only show items  
that are in stock!

Very low-effort quick win; no creatives required.

Rename the default “Our Favorites” to “Select” to 
encourage interaction. Consider enhancing with 
further personalized sort orders if you have that 
capability in your tech stack.

OUT-OF-STOCK PRODUCTS

DEFAULT SORT ORDERS

Alternatives

SOLD OUT

DRESSES

Our Favorites

As a key driver of revenue, it’s important PDPs 
are optimized to meet reduced traffic coming 
both from external sources (paid media or 
social media campaigns) and through browsing 
behaviors on websites.

2 QUICK WINS  
FOR IMPROVING 
PRODUCT VIEWS  

1

2
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2 MORE QUICK 
WINS FOR 
IMPROVING 
PRODUCT VIEWS

Highlight product attributes by adding brand-approved 
badges to products.

You’ll want to avoid avoid ‘badgeggedon’ by layering in 
personalization to limit the number of badges shown.

You can personalize badges against factors like:

• New vs. Returning Visitors

• Category or Product Affinity

• Referrer Targeting (i.e., Instagram)

• Geographic Relevance

How to increase product views by including 
product recs on product detail pages:

• Use machine learning to help with  
algorithms and placements

• Do not distract with alternatives too early  
in page hierarchy

• Ensure price point of alternatives does not 
decrease average order value (AOV)–visitors 
might settle for $20 jeans if listed on a PDP  
for a $195 pair of jeans, for instance

• Show upsells *after* visitors add to bag

PRODUCT BADGING

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS

$232.00  $195.00  (-30%)

You might also like

$95.00  (-30%) $20.00  (-29%) $51.00  (-50%)

1

2
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AVERAGE ORDER 
VALUE TRENDS    

Average order values are down 15% 
This is true across apparel, home goods, sports & equipment,  
and health & beauty retailers.

A 5% improvement in AOV = huge 
revenue growth
For a retailer making £10m a year, a 5% improvement  
in AOV can represent a $500k opportunity.
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3 QUICK WINS FOR 
INCREASING AVERAGE 
ORDER VALUE  

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION BUNDLES

SHOPPING CART TIPS

$14.00 $11.00 $9.00

Customers Also Bought...

Order Summary

PROCEED TO CHECKOUT

$14.00 $11.00 $9.00

Frequently bought together

Total: $189.00

ADD ITEMS TO BASKET

As well as showing product recommendations after ‘add to bag’ on product page,  
you also want to add them to a shopping basket.

You have to be careful as visitors can drop off and never come back.  
Context is key. Machine learning can help show or not show the product  
recs based on likelihood to increase AOV or not.

Other things to consider:

• Do not limit to categories within cart

• Add slots of ‘Recently Viewed’ or ‘Trending’

• Include essentials and treats

Add product recommendations to product pages to 
create product bundles. Curate using your own product 

grouping or automate with algorithms.

Note: Amazon shut bundling off recently because 
demand was too high.

PROTECTING PRICE POINTS AND MARGINS

Ensure your products recommendations protect 
average order value by ensuring only higher price 
products are shown.

$14.00 $11.00 $9.00

Frequently bought together

$95.00 $48.00  $51.00

1

2

3
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CART 
ABANDONMENT 
TRENDS    

Cart abandonment is now on average 85% 
This is up from 72% last year. And it has affected all sectors.

Reassurance is key 
Provide messaging throughout the entire customer journey and segment to new 
vs known vs loyal where you can to encourage visitors to check out.

Personalization versus optimization
Reducing cart abandonment doesn’t start with optimizing the checkout process, 
it starts with personalizing the whole journey.
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THE MORE PERSONALISED EXPERIENCES DELIVERED, THE HIGHER THE IMPACT:

1 52 63 74 8 9 10

1 52 63 74 8 9 10

CONVERSION
1.7% > 3.4%

BY 
100%

ADD-TO-CART
9.6% > 16.7%

BY 
74%

NUMBER OF PERSONALIZED PAGE VIEWS

CONVERSION
1.7% > 9.6%

BY 
560%

ADD-TO-CART
9.6% > 65.2%

BY 
680%

CART 
ABANDONMENT

82.6% > 58.82%

BY 
28%

The more personalised experiences delivered, 
the higher the impact.

Monetate’s most recent quarterly ecommerce 
report shows that personalization affects 
conversion, add-to-cart, and cart abandonment 
rates significantly. 

For visitors that viewed the same number of pages, we observed that by the 3rd personalized page, visitors’ conversion rate 
increased by 100% compared to someone that viewed three non-personalized pages.

Similarly, by the 3rd personalized page view, that visitor’s cart rate increased by 74% compared to someone that viewed three  
non-personalized page views.

There’s an expectation that personalization won’t impact visitors that display intent or engagement. But we observed that by the 10th 
personalized page view, in comparison to someone with 10 non-personalized page views, visitors displayed:

560% higher conversion rate     680% higher cart rate     28% lower cart abandonment

CART 
ABANDONMENT  
KEY TAKEAWAYS  
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3 QUICK WINS FOR 
REDUCING CART 
ABANDONMENT

ABANDONED CART

REDUCING CART 
ABANDONMENT

Hurry! Sale ends in 2 hours 5 mins 23 seconds

$95.00  (-30%) $20.00  (-29%) $51.00  (-50%)

Order now! Only a few left!

REDUCING CART ABANDONMENT

SEND ME MY UNIQUE CODE

Enter your email address

GET 20% OFF
Sign up for our newsletter and 
receive 20% your next order. 

CHECKOUT NOW

VIEW BASKET

WELCOME BACK
We’ve saved your items in the 

shopping basket 

Leaning on subtle psychology and persuasion techniques and text 
messages can help with cart abandonment reduction:

• Countdown timers encourage visitors to check out now.

• Scarcity messaging will do the same:

• ’Currently in stock’

• ’Stock not reserved until ordered on shopping basket’

Target those who are exiting your site. Use exit-intent 
techniques (mouse movement on desktop and inactive 
time on mobile) to encourage those who are showing 
signs of leaving to stay:

• Show offers, email sign-up forms

• Consider adding the contents of the abandoned cart so 
visitors can be reminded of what they are leaving behind

For people who had items still in 
their cart during their last session.

• Make sure to welcome back 
returning visitors 

• Remind them they still have 
items in their basket

• Consider increasing motivation 
using countdown timers and 
stock scarcity messaging—add 
discounts if appropriate, too

1

2

3
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IF VISITORS LEAVE 
YOUR SITE  

Your
personalisation 

platform

1
Customer shops online 
but does not purchase.

2
They receive an email reminder of the 
items in basket with relevant product 
recommendations. As well as the potential 
to book a store consultation.

4
In real time, in-store staff 

have customers’ previous 
browsing history to provide 

more tailored experience.

3
Customer clicks on link and books 
consultation at nearest store. 

If the cart abandonment quick wins don’t 
work, and if your personalization platform 
is truly omnichannel, you can consider this 
potential customer journey.
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TRADITIONAL TESTING 
VS. MACHINE LEARNING 
TRENDS  

Testing 
The unusual behavior we’re seeing at the moment makes it difficult to get 
conclusive results from tests.

Driving revenue is key 
Given the present conditions, for most retailers, it’s about driving revenue over 
learning at the moment. 

Machine learning is a best of both worlds
Dynamic testing or 1:1 personalization reduce any risk associated with any 
planned segmented or test activity as the AI will adapt to unusual behaviour and 
make the best decision for each visitor based on a revenue goal metric.  
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PERSONALIZATION 
PLATFORM 
EXPERIENCE TYPES 

Standard A/B Testing
• Find a winner to suit your audience

• Interest in tracking multiple metrics 
against control

• Deep learnings

• Time to reach significance

Dynamic Testing
• Learn with smaller volumes

• Less time to reach results

• 1:many decisions

• Less data available

• Maximize performance in short 
time period

1 to 1 Personalisation
• 1 :1 Decisions

• Good quality data for decisioning

• Maximize performance over 
longer term

W
H

E
N

 T
O

 U
SE

LEARNING PERFORMANCE
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Machine learning adapts to changes 
We’ve seeing more machine-learning experiences rather than traditional a/b tests 
at the moment.

Have a robust plan 
Focus your plan on strong hypotheses linked to your wider business objectives.

More attention on commercial metrics
We’re seeing machine-learning experiences targeted towards revenue-based 
metrics rather than enagagement

Keep it simple
Focus on the funnel, using data to drive insight and find the low-hanging fruit 
opportunities.
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The Kibo Personalized Commerce Cloud scales as clients grow their business, while 
maintaining a low cost of ownership and faster time to market than other commerce 
solutions. Our software and services include ecommerce, order management, 
personalization, and point of sale for retailers, manufacturers, and brands. 

Contact us today to learn more.

mailto:info%40kibocommerce.com?subject=

